
 

 

Mayo08's State Tournament Blog (Section V) 

NYSPHSAA State Championship Wrestling Tournament  

Friday & Saturday, February 27-28, 2015 

Times Union Center (Albany, NY) 

 

2015-02-28 23:52:35 

   

And that wraps up the blog for this year's state tournament. Enjoy doing it, love hearing the feedback, 

especially from everyone following it even though they were IN the arena. Really cool.  
 

Everyone driving home, drive safe. Wrestlers, get some rest. Next season starts tomorrow... this third 
place business feels weird. Congrats to the competitors and place finishers this year. 

 

And thanks to Tim Herman, as always, for making it happen. It was a blast. 
 

Oh, and Bill Stiner says "goodnight" lol.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 23:48:18 

   

It wasn't announced... or just no one heard it... But Yianni Diakomihalis = D1 MoW.  

 
D2 finishes  

3rd was V 
2nd was IV 

1st was III  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 23:45:38 

   

D1 sectional finishes. 
3rd - V 172.5 

2nd - VIII 
1st - XI - 300+ 

 
D2:  

3rd - V 
2nd - "213" was what was announced... no section number lol. ooookay. 

1st - Missed it in my confusion over the "2nd" thing... Guessing Section 3. 

 



 

 

Still no D1 MoW. This announcer needs to get his ish together. I know it's been a long day but c'mon 
now lol.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 23:42:08 

   

MoW for D2 -- Jordan Bushey. Had a sneaking suspicion amoung our media group he had a shot. I still 
have no idea how 120 didn't produce a MoW.  

 
MoW for D1... mysteriously unannounced so far... 5 minutes after D2 MoW was announced lol  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 23:38:04 
   

Alexander takes 9th in D2, 3rd was Warsaw, 65.5... Locust Valley runnersup with 99.5, 104pts and team 

champs -- Mexico. Color me surprised, lol.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 23:35:07 

   

D1 Tournament Team Champs -- HILTON.  

 

D2... Locust Valley. They haven't announce it yet, but it basically can't be anyone else lol  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 22:59:09 

   

I'll try to catch team scores and MoW Awards...  

Guesses: D1. 1) XI 2) VIII 3) V -- D2. 1) III 2) IV 3) V 4) VI  
 

D1 MoW... Possibly Frankie Gissendanner, but that's my section V homerism, possibly. Arajau has a 
shot. 

 
D2 MoW... Probably Overhiser. At least he'd have my vote. He won a crazy-stacked bracket and beat 

two former state champs and runner ups in DiVincenzo and Spann. 

  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 22:54:55 

   

2OT for Terrance and Rubio. E1 for Terrance. Rubio on bottom now with his turn with 10 seconds. 

Terrance runs him out of bounds. 4 seconds left. And that's the final. Nolan Terrance from Messina (X) 
wins 2-1 in 2OT at 285. That wraps up finals.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 22:50:35 
   

Austin Dean wins 5-3 in OT. Opponent slips off and hits the mat. Dean covers and gets the takedown.  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-28 22:27:44 
   

Sampo wins by fall. Mann had him beat earlier in the tournament. So many section V kids so close, but 
so far...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 22:19:06 
   

D2 champ - Nathaniel Rose 12-5 final, PSAL  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 22:09:54 

   

Jacob Wilson turned and sprinted away with the last 5 seconds of the third period... Wins 2-1. He'd just 
been hit with a stall warning. No stall point despite the track event that just happened... That should 

have been a point. All the charity points that are given, that one should have been given up. Sigh.  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-28 22:07:34 
   

David Hamil wins D1, score 9-4  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:57:44 

   

Bushey wins 12-4. I may be on TV right now. One of the Time Warner camera guys were shooting the 

crowd directly behind me chanting "Jordan, Jordan, Jordan!" lol. My 15 minutes of fame aren't even my 
own hahaha   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:52:51 

   

Bushey two quick takedowns. Two cuts. 4-2 lead at the end of the first. Bushey poked in the eye in the 
2nd and loses a contact... he picks it back up and sticks it back in his eye... The group of people behind 

us had some great comments, one of which went like "Aww man, he's got ringworm in his eyeeee" 

hahahaha  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:49:24 
   

Herringshaw up 14-5 takes a waterbreak... Opts neutral, makes the score 14-6 in his favor. Wraps up 

his 2nd state championship.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:43:16 

   

Deprez stops a shot with underhooks. Benderoth tries driving in, Deprez hooks with the momentum and 

rolls Benderoth to this back. T2. Benderoth rolls through, but has no more time. 7-3 final for Deprez and 
he joins his brother Vincent and a NYS Champ  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:41:58 

   

Shot by Benderoth, Deprez falls to his butt. Gets a stalemate.  
 

Deprez goes bottom in the third, E1, and back to neutral with a 5-3 lead. 40 seconds and Deprez is hit 

with a stall warning  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:39:40 
   

Herringshaw is dominating his opponent... 10-2 with 1:32 in the second on the D2 side  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:39:03 
   

Deprez gives up the escape as Benderoth starts coming out from behind. 4-3 now, 1:07 left in the 
2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:38:00 
   

Lou Deprez vs Blaise Benderoth. Deprez in deep on a shot, Benderoth scrambling and crotch locks... 
more scramble and somehow Benderoth comes out on top with the takedown. 2-0.Benderoth tries to hit 

a merkle but Lou's hips come out on top, he leverages back and catches the reversal and 2 quick 



 

 

nearfall points before the period ends. 4-2 after 1. Benderoth starts on bottom in the second.  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:33:51 
   

Garcia finishes off the 5-1 win over Shomers.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:33:25 
   

Bell awarded 1 for a stall point, 6-4 but gets promptly taken down and trails 8-4. That's the final.  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:32:25 
   

Bell is down 6-3 in the third with a minute left. Restrepo warned for stalling.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:31:27 
   

Garcia leads Shomers 5-0, before Shomers gets an escape in the third and nearly hits a headlock. 
They're neutral, 5-1 with a minute to go.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:27:40 

   

Shomers vs Garcia in D2 finals... Byler lost to Shomers on a locked hands call. And beat Gardner for 3rd 
and 4th. This very well could be Byler in the finals right now. 

 

Anthony Bell gets a match with Jake Restrepo... Bell gets taken down quickly, but works out for a 
reversal on the boundary. Restart. Restrepo E1 quick, leads 3-2. Bell in trouble, but somehow comes up 

with a single from a bad (well, less-than-good) position and then somehow loses that single (it was in 
the air, he was in control) and gets taken down again... 5-2 now in favor of Restrepo... who is now 

bleeding.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:23:00 
   

Dutton wins 10-2  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:20:50 
   

Rifanburg teched the other 3 opponents besides Farrell (6-1), and that was the only match Rifanburg 
looked like he even had to work for.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:20:01 
   

T2, N3 for Rifanburg... who is clearly proving the next best wrestler in the Bracket was indeed Corey 

Farrell, who was unseeded and then got the 8th seed upon the scratch.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:18:42 
   

Another 3 nearfall for each Rifanburg and for Dutton. 8-0 for both at the end of the 2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:15:45 

   

Tommy Dutton vs Mark Raccioppi (who was a 6th seed entering the tournament) on the D1 side 
 

Tristan Rifanburg (Norwich) vs Garrett Mitchell... Rifanburg up 5-0 early. Takedown and a tilt for 3 near 
fall.  



 

 

 
Dutton leads 5-0 himself as the first period comes to a close.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:12:43 
   

Low single, steps up. D'Angelo goes for Frankie's ankle, Frankie drops on him, covers and locks up the 
takedown and his State championship.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:11:52 

   

Ward and Richard in a crazy third period! 7-6 following some scrambles, takedowns and nearfalls. Ward 
cuts him and is down 8-6. Out of bounds, 4 seconds left. Caution on ward. Ref bangs richard for a point. 

He still leads 8-7. 1 second left on a restart. no score. That's the final. 
 

Frankie in SV OT, locks up a beautiful takedown!  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:09:36 
   

E1 for D'Angelo, back to neutral, tied 1-1.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:08:48 
   

Period ends 1-0, Gissendanner.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:08:32 

   

T2 Frankie... he locks up a cradle but it's too soon he loses it and there's a scramble. Loses position and 
they go out... looks like E1 loss of control to me... Coach calls the ref over... Refs confer (assistant ref is 

the ref who reffed Schafer's match and gave the Finals away with a stall call in criteria) and they WIPE 
THE TAKEDOWN OFF THE BOARD. My goodness. How that happens I don't even know.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:05:43 
   

E1 Frankie in the first 5 seconds. Back to neutral.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:05:27 
   

Gissendanner working underhooks and ties, but unable to get another shot in like the one he lost. 

Period ends 0-0. Gissendanner chooses bottom.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:04:13 
   

Gissendanner with a low single, picks it up, turns into a scramble, loses it, bad position, scramble city, 

no points scored and out of bounds. :53 on the clock  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:02:51 
   

Frankie is so quick. Wow.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:02:18 

   

Frankie Gissendanner vs Mike D'Angelo (Commack-XI)  

 
Sam Ward (Locust Valley-VIII) vs Hunter Richard (Holland Patent-III)  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 21:00:44 
   

I'm missing points here in the Dellavecchia match... It ends 11-6. Arujau took him down a few times 
there at the end... 



 

 

 
Casella rides out McGregor for the 2-1 win.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:58:59 
   

Dellavecchia takes Arujau down, trails 6-5 with 50 seconds left  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:58:34 

   

Dellavecchia takes bottom. Arujau gives up the easy 1 and takes him down and made it look easy. Leads 

6-2 in the third. 
 

Casella called for stalling and he's hit for a point. Casella leads 2-1 now with :48 left in the match  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:57:05 

   

Casella and McGregor both shot, locked up, and Casella muscled him over for 2. Period ends 2-0 Casella 
and he is on top to start the second. McGregor hasn't mustered much movement in the first minute on 

bottom. 

 
Arujau and Dellavecchia are neutral in the second and no points are scored. 

 
Casella chooses top in the third, up 2-0.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:53:57 
   

Vito Arujau takes Dellavechia down, cuts him loose, and takes him down again. Slick.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:52:53 
   

Jesse Dellavechia vs Vito Arujau on the D1 side, 

Cody McGregor and Nick Casella on the D2 side  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:51:03 

   

Lamantia E1 in the third and gets a deep shot towards the end, Piccinnini in some trouble but he was on 

the boundary and time ran out. Not too much risk for him as he wraps up the 3-1 win and his 4th 

title.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:45:35 
   

That D2 126 bout makes you wonder why alllll the studs at 120 converged there and none of them 

bumped to 126...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:44:42 

   

Piccinnini gets an escape in the second, but the match is stopped due to him bleeding. Short stoppage 

and they're ready to go again, with Piccinnini leading LAmantia 3-0. 
 

Develin wraps up the tech on the D2 side...  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 20:43:24 

   

Kellen Develin is up 12-0. I think it's safe to say 126 was seeded poorly, seeing as Gaiser gave him a 
tough match, despite an 8-1 score at the final whistle. Score's 13-2 right now with time winding down 

in the second as Develin secures another takedown to go up 15-2.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:40:10 

   

Nick Piccinnini vs Benjamin Lavantia on the D1 side... Piccinnini is searching for his 4th state 

championship to cap off his senior year. He might not have to look far. Big air on a double, Piccinnini 
steps through with a turk on the way down. Impressive from the start.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:37:28 
   

Jimmy Overhiser finishes of the win 6-2 over Spann. Overhiser knocked off the 1 and 3 seeds (both past 
champions) on his way to the championship.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:35:37 

   

Yianni on bottom in the third, gets the reversal 20 seconds in. Wrong leg in, crossbody ride. He lets the 
leg out, slips in a bar. Yianni runs it over... Pappas was stuck. No fall yet. He lets it go to a half, reverses 

it. Fall with about 8 seconds remaining.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:33:08 
   

8-1 lead for Yianni as time runs out in the 2nd.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:31:26 
   

Overhiser working span over 4-2 with two takedowns and 2 cuts in the first.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:30:56 

   

Yianni gets 2 nearfall off a tilt with legs in as the period runs out. Leads 4-0. Neutral in the second. 
Yianni snap down, head in the hole, and 2. Smacks a naaasty crossface on for good measure.  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:28:57 
   

Yianni steps through on a turk and locks up 2. 1:00 left.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:28:12 
   

Derek Spann now wrestling against Jimmy Overhiser   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:27:48 
   

Yianni**   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:27:32 
   

Yiannia Diakomihalis up now vs Peter Pappas (VIII) - I believe this is one of the kids Gregor Gillespie 

coaches on long island, along with Piccinnini  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:26:22 
   

E1 Arceri in his 2OT TB and then rides out Albis... Albis probably just got robbed.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:24:29 
   

SV OT - Albis gets behind with time running out, but Arceri steps up almost simultaneously... ref signals 
no 2  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 20:23:17 

   

D1, Arceri is trailing 2-0 to Albis in the third. Arceri gets one, 30 seconds left in the third on the restart. 
Albis shoots in, stalemate with :20 left. Stalling point awarded to Arceri as he drives Albis out of 

bounds... despite the fact that Albis just shot and was stalemated 3 seconds before that... That's a 
charity stall call that I don't understand  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:18:57 

   

Heberlein riding a claw and tight waist... having trouble controlling Powers' hips, but not giving points 
yet. 1:10 remaining, Powers gets some space and turns his hips in. Heberlein is buried underneath 

holding a leg. Stalemate with :51 left. Stand up powers, big mat return Heberlein, Dane loses his hips, 
Powers turns in and catches him on his back... And stuck.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:16:09 

   

Heberlein and Powers feeling each other out... Dane fights through a tie, gets a nice sweeping single, 
steps up and Powers turns his knee down... Manages to get to the boundary and fight off the takedown. 

Restart 1:10 remaining in the first. Bad shot by Powers. Heberlein sprawls to a front headlock... 

stalemate. Restart :49. Dane pushes Powers' head, Powers takes the arm in a Russian. Out of bounds. 
22 seconds. Dane posts the head again, Powers Russians the arm again. Short time, Heberlein tries a lat 

drop and landed flat on his back. T2 Powers, no near fall. 2-0. Heberlein defers choice, Powers goes 
bottom.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:13:03 
   

Heberlein takes the mat vs Theo Powers of Mexico  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:12:22 

   

Ref calls stalemate, literally, in 0.5 seconds. He missed a caution. This is rough officiating.  

 
WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOW REF DECIDES THE MATCH BY AWARDING A STALL POINT IN CRITERIA!!! 

Silverstein cracks down and held the ankle, Teemer kicked to get away and the kid held on. Didn't try to 

improve. That's the state final. Albany is going to riot, man.  
 

Boo birds are out in full force.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:10:23 

   

Scoreless SV OT for Teemer/Silverstein... Silverstein on bottom, hips over and the ref calls them out, no 

points awarded... SAME REF AS SCHAFER'S MATCH.  
 

E1 now for Silverstein, leads 3-2 and they're in neutral. No takedown. Teemer was out in 2 seconds... 
He takes bottom in UTB Criteria.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:07:03 
   

Teemer and Silverstein in SV OT.  

 



 

 

Nolan with a big mat return. Gomez switches his hips on the way down and comes out with an inside 
switch. Gets the 2 with a leg in. And that's the final.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:05:22 
   

Scoreless SV OT - Nolan on bottom to start the first 2OT TB period. Gomez rides him out. Gomez signals 
top, then his coach signals bottom and he comes to his senses and goes bottom.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:03:39 
   

Gomez backing up steadily in OT  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:03:27 
   

Teemer trails 2-1 with 1:20 in the third, Silverstein hit for stalling and it ties it up 2-2. 1:06 left.  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:02:41 
   

Gomez gets two tilts in in the last 30 seconds, one with time expiring. Ties it up 6-6!   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:01:53 

   

Gomez chooses top to start the third, trailing 6-2. Gomez gets three separate one counts, no points 
from his tilt. Nolan still leads 6-2 with :40 left... Still no stall warning, which is warranted (despite the 

fact I'm pulling for Nolan here)  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 20:00:11 

   

Nolan takes Gomez to the mat and to his back! 6-0 lead, but gives up a reversal to make it 6-2 with time 
running out in the 2nd. 

 
1-0 still for Teemer, still leading Silverstein in the second  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:58:36 

   

Another shot attempt by Nolan and sprawl from Gomez. Gomez ties up and snaps down, but they go out 
of bounds. Restart.  

 
Teemer E1 early to start the 2nd. Leads 1-0.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:57:49 
   

E1 going out of bounds for Nolan. Neutral, 1-0 lead, 1:40 left in the 2nd.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:57:24 

   

Not much action in the D2 match. Lots of forehead-to-forehead ties an feeling one another out in the 
first. Nolan has shot a few times. Nothing yet from Gomez. 

 
Teemer locks up a standing cradle and puts silverstein to his back but the ref blows it out despite 

teemer's entire body being inside the circle... It's the same ref that officiated Schafer's semis match... 
lol. Oh boy.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 19:55:08 
   

D2: Jacob Nolan (Saranac-VII) vs Jon Gomez (Locust Valley - VIII) 
D1: Jacory Teemer (VIII) vs Jake Silverstein (XI)  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:53:38 
   

Busiello gets 2 nearfall and caps off an 11-1 win in state finals.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:51:11 
   

On the other side, D1, Busiello is dominating 9-1 with 1:31 left, on top.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:49:23 
   

Burkhart bails out of bounds, avoids the takedown by keeping in a whizzer. This is the luckiest kid I've 
ever seen in a state tournament lol. Section V media crew is rioting in Albany lol.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:47:50 
   

Burkhart CLEARLY out of gas. Takes "injury" time.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:47:04 
   

Neutral to start the third. 1-0 lead for Burkhart.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:46:24 
   

had -- as in had go his way in some miraculous way  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:46:06 
   

On a serious note, Burkhart has had 3 takedowns and a reversal against Schafer and now basically 2 vs 

Anderson.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:45:05 
   

Anderson getting robbed already. Ref waves off an apparent 2 to everyone in the arena except the 
official calling the match.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:44:09 

   

E1 for Burkhart. 1:00 left in the second. 
 

3:30 in blood time left for Baker over on the D1 side.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:42:39 

   

D1: Busiello leads 2-0. Blood time for Baker. 

D2: Scoreless first, despite a near 2 on the boundary for Anderson off a throw. Burkhart takes bottom to 
start the 2nd.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:40:56 
   

D1: Adam Busiello (XI) vs Benny Baker (IV) 

D2: AJ Burkhart (Waverly-IV) vs Ryan Anderson (Schuylerville-II)  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 19:36:39 
   

Finals are underway!   —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 19:08:39 

   

D1 dual meet state champs - Minisink Valley 
 

D2 dual meet state champs - Warsaw  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 16:05:48 

   

I just turned on my spotify shuffle on my phone before packing up prior to finals, Dreams by Van Halen 

pops up. Nice. Gotta head out. I'll be posting for finals, despite them being televised. Wooo, front row 
seats. haha  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 15:57:49 
   

Cameron Rohr vs Jessel just ended in a fall for Rohr with 1:13 remaining in the second. He takes 
third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 15:50:27 

   

Wilshire taken down and escapes, all in short order in the first period. He trails 2-1 as the period... page 
reset for some reason and I missed all these points happening, but Wilshire trails 5-2 and just ended up 

on his back in a scramble... And he gave up. Loses by fall in the 2nd period.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 15:47:42 

   

Awesome 5-2 win for Byler over Dakota Gardner for third. Very very nice. I was busy filming it instead 
of blogging it 

 
Farrell dominates Kevin Jackson (again) 8-1 and takes third, overcoming a tough draw-then-seeding, 

losing his only match to 1-seeded Rifanburg from Norwich, and topping the 2-seeded Whitney (sec3) as 
well. Same as with Byler's, I was filming it. Awesome job. If he hadn't gotten reseeded due to the 

scratch in the bracket, you have to wonder if he might be in Finals right now after his win over Whitney 
in consi-semis. 

 

 
Paddock dominates Messinger 7-2 for third after the mishap in quarters yesterday. Good to see. Only a 

junior. His style looks eerily like his brother Burke at times. He should be an absolute monster next 
year... That's my safe bet of the year lol.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 15:21:14 

   

Hunter Dusold acted his way to a win over Recco. I'm pretty irritated about it, so I'm going to wait to 
comment on it, if at all. The officiating towards Section V has been reallllly rough. 

 
Royce tied 2-2 at the end of the second. Fell off the top and gave up 2 with 4 seconds left... this keeps 

happening... E1 to Royce's opponent and Colin is down 3-2. Other guy warned for stalling. 4 seconds 

left on a restart. Royce drops to 6th again, 3-2. 
 

Block scoreless after the first.   —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 15:02:06 

   

Schafer circling catches Bokina stepping in with a quick double that he switches off to a single, clears to 
the side and pops his hips up, drives in and finishes. Rides for a few seconds then gives up the free 

escape. 7-2 final = Schafer takes third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 15:00:22 

   

Schafer rides out the second. 5-0 heading into the third, on top. Head lever attempt, but unsuccessful - 

switches to a cradle attempt but Bokina stands up through it and Schafer relinquishes the escape to 
make it 5-1. Out of bounds and restarting with 1:15 on the clock  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:58:14 

   

Schafer w/ an inside stand up - peels the hand off his right ankle, turns in with underhooks and extends 
to get his E1. Quick, low shot to the outside nets him 2 points and he leads 5-0 with a minute left in the 

2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:56:47 

   

Schafer wrestling for 3rd (should be in the finals... still a sore subject...) vs Section 11's Bokina from 

Mattituck. 

 
Quick takedown for Schafer. 2-0 lead. He slips in a bar and would have scored off it, had they not been 

on the boundary. He settles and rides out the period. Bottom to start the second, Schafer is up quick but 
run out of bounds.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:54:13 

   

Griffith gives up a mystery-point that I missed. Don't think he was hit for stalling... He escapes and ties 
it up 3-3. Then capitalizes on sloppy wrestling in neutral from Wang. Wang tries hipping over on 

bottom, Griffith locks up and gets near fall counts, but no points (must've been 2 1-counts...). Match 
endds 5-3 for Griffith. 

 

Strassner wins 5-3. Very active match.  
 

Cristales on top to start the third gives up an escape which ties it 1-1. He then takes his section IX 
opponent down to go up 3-1 and ride out the period and win the match.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:50:19 

   

Griffith, I believe was reversed, and just completed a reversal of his own to tie the score up 2-2 in the 
second.  

 
Cristales 0-0 first period, takes bottom.  

 

Griffith warned for stalling on top. He gets in bad position, but could have a leg-half (for any readers 
who know what I'm talking about) and recover... instead he rides out the position to the period's end. 

2-2 into the third, Griffith takes bottom.  
 



 

 

Strassner just secured a nice takedown to go up 4-3 in the second with :20 on the clock in the 2nd. 
 

Cristales escapes and goes up 1-0. 21 ticks on the clock left in the 2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:46:59 

   

Section V has a couple wrestlers so far competing in these bouts -- Warsaw's Josh Griffith vs 

Edgemont's Tee Wang... Corey Cristales is warming up for one of these bouts. Hobie Strassner is also 
wrestling on the D1 side. He's up 2-0 in the first.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:44:23 

   

There are a couple "7th/8th place bouts" taking place now to determine 'Federation' placements, as 
CHSAA and PSAL wrestlers who podium do not podium in Federation placement.  

 
As a result, the 7th place finisher (winner of these bouts), will take 6th in the Federation and stand on 

that podium.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:42:03 

   

Caldarelli gives up an escape in the third, narrowing his lead to 5-3, and they're back in neutral. Lots of 
hand fighting and good ties. Caldarelli is hit for stalling, but it won't affect the match as he picks up the 

5-3 W.  
 

Rohr picks up the win on 6 and he too is headed for a 3rd/4th place bout.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:39:25 
   

Rohr rides out Cejic in the second. He's on bottom to start the third. Escapes in 8 seconds and leads 1-

0.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:38:40 

   

Caldarelli picked up a point somehow to go up 3-0. I missed the call. He then secures a takedown and 

surrenders and escape, extending his lead to 4 points, up 5-1. More blood time for Caldarelli.  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:36:34 
   

Cameron Rohr scoreless heading into the second period, tied 0-0, with Cejic from Johnson City. Rohr is 

on top to start the 2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:35:24 

   

D1 side: Caldarelli is leading 2-0 heading in to the 2nd. Caldarelli thrown to his back but somehow rolls 

through and comes back to his feet without surrendering points. I'm not sure how that worked out, but 
good thing it did. Break for blood time - Caldarelli has a bloody nose, I believe.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:25:52 
   

Placement rounds coming up!   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:24:23 
   

Phil Wilshire up on Mat 7. He takes him down, locks up a front-side cradle and sticks his section 6 

opponent quick! Great win.  



 

 

 
 

We have a lot of guys competing for 3rd right now. Should help the sectional standings. We'll be 
fighting for 3rd, most likely in D2. D1 was 3rd earlier in points when they announced it.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:21:13 

   

1-on-1's heavy riding. Bottom man is balling up, but not really able to move if he were trying to 
legitimately work up. Holding his ribs in obvious pain. He's struggling through something. 12-1 is the 

final for Paddock.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:18:43 
   

Aaron Paddock locks up and hits a slide by. T2, leads 12-1 ~1:20 left in the third  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:17:50 

   

Score is 10-0, :50 left on a restart. Paddock has a far-side wrist ride and looking to score on it. 
Opponent eventually gets his arm back and stands up. Gets a point with 4 seconds left. 10-1. Neutral to 

start the third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:16:15 

   

Corey Farrell wins a nice match to send him to his 3rd/4th bout.  
Byler follows suit with a solid 3-0 win. 

 
Aaron paddock up 5-0 after a takedown and stack where he just drove his opponent forward and 

stuffed him under.  
 

Paddock chooses top after his section 6 opponent defers. Hard bar puts him to his back, loses the bar 
and switches to a half, and gets his full chunk of near fall.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 14:01:36 
   

lost 1-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:58:48 
   

E1 walker. Royce needs to get going  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:57:39 
   

Royce ridden out in the 2nd. On top in the third now.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:56:56 
   

Block wins 3-1  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:56:03 
   

E1 Block. 3-1 lead, :45 seconds left.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:55:39 
   

Gaiser won 4-0, I believe  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 13:55:06 
   

Royce scoreless first vs Nate Walker of Canastota, goes bottom to start the 2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:54:27 
   

Block leading 2-1 over Deitz from Phoenix. Takes bottom to start the third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:47:52 
   

E1 Gaiser.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:46:56 
   

Gaiser with a quick takedown vs Section 3 opponent, leads 2-0. Goes bottom to start the second.  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:45:31 
   

Recco just lost 5-0 to DiVincenzo, I believe. Tough draw. Dusold lost to Section 4 kid. Recco gets Dusold 

for 5/6  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:35:18 
   

Schafer gets a 5 point move. Missed the whole thing... shame on me.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:33:36 

   

Schafer avoids a single leg, pops his foot out, reshoots underneath the sprawl with his back to the 
boundary, grabs and ankle, sucks it in and circles his hips to daylight and comes out on top. Nice 

takedown. 2-0 end of 1. 

 
Starts the 2nd on top, classic Pal-Mac/Sean-Walton-Style cradle nets Schafer 3 nearfall and 5-0 lead in 

the second. Clock's ticking down and he rides out the 5pt lead in the second. Neutral to start the 
third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:29:24 

   

Consi-semis starting. This round determines who wrestles for 3rd/4th and who wrestles for 5th/6th.  
 

Drew Schafer on tap against Section 2  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:17:15 

   

Mann takes bottom and gets locked up in cradle for over a minute. Kid is just a spider. Mann gets out 

and ties the score up 3-3 with an escape. SV OT coming. 

 
Wow. Taken down immediately to his back and he laid there and got pinned.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:11:27 

   

Wilshire works Breit over and sticks him in a half. :44 left in the third. Wilshire W by Fall. 
 

Mann is up 2-0 with 1:18 on the clock in the 2nd. Rides out the period on top. 
 

Cameron Caldarelli, I believe, just picked up a 3-2 win over a Section 8 opponent and finds his way to 
the podium  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 13:07:54 

   

Aaron Mann on the mat vs S4 opponent. Big boy. Kid's gotta be 6'3 or taller. Mann just got 2 on the 
same exact takedown and shot Schafer didn't get awarded a takedown on. 

Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmm....  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:05:36 

   

Wilshire locks up a cradle on the mat and secures 2. 4-0. They go out of bounds, 13 seconds on the 

restart. Wilshire nearly gives up 1. Wow. He scrambled forward and caught and ankle and stepped up... 
barely caught that thing. Phew. 4-0 to end the second. Breit takes bottom.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:03:45 
   

Wilshire on bottom to start 2nd. Free move for Wilshire as Breit locks his hands. E1, P1 as a Wilshire 
takes a 2-0 lead following an escape.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:02:44 
   

Wilshire has a takedown going out of bounds, drags his toes. Main ref signals out, secondary ref points 
at toes still in bounds, main ref shakes him off. Questionably scoreless first.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:01:34 
   

Wilshire's opponent is Connor Breit from Nanuet  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 13:00:29 
   

Phil Wilshire (Attica) up on mat 8 vs Section 1   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:59:23 
   

Lou Deprez just won 5-1. I couldn't even see that he was up on mat 3.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:54:31 

   

Hobie Strassner is getting absolutely worked over on bottom by his CHSAA opponent... 11-0, it looks 
like, to end the 2nd. He starts the third on top. He's gonna need to stick this guy to find the podium. 

 
While I typed that last sentence, Strassner got his hips too high, flipped over the top, and gave up 

nearfall. Tech Fall, not in Strassner's favor.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:50:07 

   

Bell explodes to his feet. Big mat return by Porter. Bell attempts a switch on the way down, Porter 

stuffs it. Bell back to his feet immediately. Big air mat return by Porter. Bell scoots his hips out and 

turns in. Porter falls into a front headlock with his back to the boundary. Bell steps up to his feet 
pressuring back hard, pops the elbow and squeaks loose with about 9 seconds left in the criteria period. 

EXCELLENT match and great example to any young wrestlers watching how important a stand up and 
chaining moves together on the bottom is. Excellent excellent match.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:47:13 
   

BELL DOES IT!   —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 12:45:29 

   

Bell pops his hips like he's going to switch, rocks to the side, and explodes up in a stand up. Porter 
drags him out of bounds. Restart, 19 secondsd left. Granby attempt, big scramble, Bell almost has 2! 

Porter bails and gives up the 1 pt escape. TB Criteria. Bell chooses bottom.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:44:05 
   

Porter up and turns in, but Bell locks around the body... no score yet... point awarded with about 8 

seconds left. Bell's turn now.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:43:18 
   

scoreless with 18 seconds left in the SV period, restart, collar ties... period ends. 2OT TB. Porter has 

choice first and goes on bottom.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:41:49 
   

:36 on the clock in the 3rd as they restart. Bell shoots aggressively. Whistle blows, restart coming. :16 

this time. Regulation ends 1-1. SV OT now.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:40:36 
   

Aaron gets, I believe, E1 then T2, and finishes the match with a pin. (Was doing my best to get a view 

of Bell and Porter, looked back over and the mat was getting slapped with a 7-0 score)  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:39:14 

   

Paddock vs S2 from Schuylerville is up on 1. S2 shoots off the whistle and gets a low single. Paddock 
counters. Ensuing scramble has S2 driving in with a double. Paddock barely able to stay out of trouble 

going out of bounds. A lot of action, not a lot of points. Back in neutral on the restart. Aaron gets a 
quick takedown. S2 sits and turns in, Paddock locks up a cradle and gets 2 nearfall on top of the 

takedown. 4-0 heading into the second, Paddock will be on bottom. 
 

Porter/Bell is 1-1 to start the third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:36:19 
   

Time winds down on Cristales. He drops the match 5-2.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:35:46 
   

Bell and Porter scoreless after 1, Bell takes bottom to start the 2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:35:25 
   

Cristales lets S6 up and goes down 5-2 as he attacks in neutral, trying to tie up the score or get the W. 
Working a lot of over-under ties and looking for trips.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:34:18 
   

Anthony Bell vs Jesse Porter on Mat 3, that I can't really see... Grr.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:33:42 

   

4-2 to start the 3rd for Cristales. He's on top.  

 
Dakota Gardner stuck in a headlock by Shomers. Wow.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 12:31:58 
   

Cristales's opponent now is getting a bloody nose tended to... This match is a marathon of injury time 
and blood time lol  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:31:17 

   

30 seconds left, no score in SV OT for Griffith. about 18 left, Griffith gets hit with a slide by, S3's feet 
are completely out, Griffith's body is in... Refs don't stop it and call it 2 on the mat return even though 

S3 was clearly out while lifting. Not a very good call at all... I've seen that exact thing blown dead 10 
times, at least, this tournament. Griffith drops 3-1 in SV OT  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:28:41 

   

The two against Cristales stands. He's down 4-1. Takes bottom to start the second and is getting 
cranked in a pump-handle. Hasn't surrendered points yet, but he hasn't been able to get the arm back 

yet either. 
 

Griffith with 2 seconds left, tied 1-1 goes out of bounds. 15 on the restart. Looks like it's headed to OT. 

 
Cristales' opponent from S6 takes injury time, up 4-2 following a Cristales escape. He's kneeling over a 

garbage can and his back and sides are heaving a bit  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:26:37 

   

Griffith gives up an escape in the second, but gets in deep on a short with 52 seconds left. S3 sprawls 

out and grabs an ankle. Griffith works back out and starts to come to his feet before going out of 
bounds. 

 
Cristales on mat 1 vs S6. He gets lifted high on a double and brought to the mat with force. Down 2-0, 

his nose starts bleeding again. He escapes and narrows the deficit to 2-1. Nearly taken down going out 

of bounds... refs confering and coaches challenging... 2 is awarded and score is 4-1. More talking going 
on.  

 
Griffith escapes in the 3rd, ties the score up 1-1. They're on their feet. Griffith is doing all the shooting 

but not stall warning in his favor yet that I've seen.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:21:54 

   

Frankie wins something like 7-1 

Crazy good matches for Byler and Farrell.  
 

Farrell with the 2 on the boundary, refs confer, awarded 2, establishing control as time ran out. 6-5 

final.  
 

Byler with a nice reversal vs Wang from Edgemont-I in the third period gives him the 2-0 win.  



 

 

 
Griffith on vs section 3 opponent, scoreless first.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:14:46 
   

E1 Farrell, T2 Micek, E1 Farrell. T2 Farrell. 4-4 on the scoreboard heeading into the 3rd. Coaches talking 
about something... not sure if score will change.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:10:55 
   

Frankie = T2 at the ned of the period, 5-0 heading into 3  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:10:14 
   

Corey Farrell on vs S6 opponent... Micek I think  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:09:39 
   

Frankie Gissendanner gets an escape in the 2nd. 3-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:07:42 

   

Royce riding cross-body and is just too much for his S4 opponent. He locks up a bar, lets go of the legs, 

and rides out the last 30 seconds with a bar. 5-0 final for Royce. He makes the podium again this year... 
Which tells me Woodard not getting a wild-card is still just as absurd today as it was when I read he 

only got an A5... Anyyywhoooo...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:05:37 
   

Frankie Gissendanner on mat 6. Scoreless first minute, but he picks a nice high crotch to crotch lift and 
gets 2 with 55 seconds left in the first. They're out of bounds and have :32 on the clock  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:04:24 

   

Colin Royce leads 5-0, 1:08 left in the 2nd, after rocking his S4 opponent over in a spread-eagle. 
Stopped and red takes a few ticks on injury time, I believe. Royce ends the 2nd up 5-0. He chooses top 

in the third and gets set.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 12:01:35 

   

Kropman takes bottom to start the third, trailing 8-2. He gets an escape, 8-3, and has a minute left to 

work. Catholic league hit with a stalling warning. He counters a Kropman shot and Kropman finds 
himself down 10-3. And that's the final score.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:58:18 
   

Emerson Block finishes off a nice 9-0 win. Hard fought, but dominant where it mattered. He'll be 

stepping on the podium later this evening.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:57:15 
   

Just looked over... Kropman down 8-1... I was about to type 5-1, but he apparently just gave up nearfall 

because the score flipped to 8.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:56:27 
   

Block gets a nice takedown off a slick shot he finished with power. Put his S11 opponent to his back. 

Doesn't get nearfall, but leads 4-0.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 11:54:43 
   

Pretty sure Kropman was just taken down... Yep. He trails 2-0, 32 seconds left in the first.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:54:06 

   

Parker Kropman in Mat 6 vs a Catholic School guy. Kropman wearing his black-and-red Penfield singlet 

a round early, I see.  
 

Spann (3) Beats Dusold (8) at D2 120  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:51:10 

   

Emerson Block stepping on Mat 8 vs Section XI opponent... Someone should print me out some updated 

brackets and teleport them to me lol... Anyway, S11 grabs a single and circles to space. Block is in 
trouble, but hooks the head and pops in his near leg - the one the kid has the single on. Locks up a 

merkle-position and is awarded 2. Very good awareness. Stalemate. Then the period ends. 2-0 Block. 
Neutral to start the 2nd.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:47:37 
   

Unfortunately, how the arena is set up, I can't see the D1 semi-finals matches to save my life... :(   —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:44:52 

   

Gaiser gets an escape. 8-1. I gotta hand it to Develin, he's still working in neutral, or at least making it 

look good. Ref warns him for backing up, and rightfully so, but he's working Russians and controlling 
ties. Gaiser falls short, 8-1. That match is a lot closer without that early cradle... Gaiser could very well 

recover and take third today.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:43:00 
   

Gaiser on top in the third. He's got boots in and looking to turn Develin. He gives up on legs... Develin 

opens up as soon as the legs come out and hits a reversal. 8-0, minute remaining  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:41:40 

   

Gaiser is trying to create shots in neutral. Develin has a really low stance and great reaction time... 

Every time Gaiser shoots in, it's low and under, but he's so low he doesn't have any real drive and gets 

buried under Develin's sprawl. 
 

Period ends, Gaiser trailing 6-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:39:25 

   

Gaiser in a big hole early. Caught in a cradle early and on his back for a solid portion of the first period. 

5-0 heading into the 2nd. 
 

Recco pins his opponent from S7 in the third. 
 

Develin gets an escape on Gaiser and leads 6-0 1:25 left in the 2nd   —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-28 11:34:03 
   

2 reversal for Recco. LEads 6-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:30:55 
   

Recco gets a 3-count on a 2-on-1 tilt and leads 4-0, on bottom, heading into the 2nd 

  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:29:38 
   

Recco has a nice sweep single, picks it up, and finishes for 2  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:27:28 

   

Dane Heverlein wins his semi-finals bout by default. Kid he was supposed to wrestle had a shoulder 
injury. 

 
Sliwoski on bottom, down 3-2, gets caught on his back -- he sat out and got sucked back in a chin pull. 

Gave up 3 back points. He's down 6-2 with 9 seconds left on a restart. And that's the match.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:24:48 

   

2-2 for sliwoski, starting on top in the 2nd. 

 

Schafer was in a scramble, came out the back door. S4 was on his back, holding an ankle. Schafer broke 
his grip, legs free on top with his head towards S4's ankles, locked up. And that's not counting the three 

takedowns he wasn't awarded. That is one of the biggest shaft-jobs I've seen in states in a while... Kid 
wrestled the boundary multiple times and got bailed out. It makes you long for college out-of-bounds 

rules... Unreal. Not even being an S5 homer... All of us along the media line are pretty PO'd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:21:29 
   

Oh, WALKER got pinned, not Sliwoski... Wow. Bad start.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:20:28 
   

Schafer works up, S4 cracks down. Out of bounds, 16 sec on the restart. Wow schafer is OUT and ref 
doesn't give it AGAIN. Wow, TERRIBLE. TEEEEERRIBLE.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:18:57 

   

Boo birds are out! Schafer E1 off a long sit, peels the hands, and gets his one. Another takedown on the 

boundary, this time he was in. REf doesn't give it to him. Coaches are juuuuumping.  
 

Ref calls a stalemate in short order, in S4's favor... Restart sees him get out. Tied up 3-3.  
 

Schafer takes bottom in TB Criteria.  
 

 
Sliwoski gets pinned in the third while leading 8-7...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:16:39 
   

:45 seconds left for Schafer, down 2-1. He stands up, S4 cracks down and comes up with a single 

around Schafer's ankle... he dives away and pulls it free, going out of bounds and gets his 1!  



 

 

 
:15 seconds left has S4 deep on a shot, Schafer defends. 4 seconds on a restart Schafer dropstops in, 

bear hug and takes him to his back but time runs out... 2 more seconds and that's the match. Instead 
it's OT. 

 
S4 deep on another shot. Schafer defending, near split position, college-style scramble trying to keep 

control... wow, this match is nuts. He somehow gets his hips under him and has 2 locked up but goes 
out of bounds by mere inches!  

 
short time on the clock and he nearly has another takedown! wow, so close so many times. 

 

He's bottom in the first :30 second 2OT TB  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:13:20 

   

Sliwoski vs Section 3 opponent. Sliwoski is taken down, gets an escape... then gives up a point for a 

headbutt from neutral. 
 

Schafer nearly out on a great inside switch but can't finish. S4 takes injury time.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:12:06 
   

Schafer, on top in the third, gives up a reversal. They go out of bounds. He's got 1:09 left to get 1  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:10:43 

   

Wolf gives up the escape, and it looks like S2 opponent hit a slide by on him (didn't see the start, only 

the finish) with roughly 20 seconds left. Period closes 3-2 with wolf trailing. Neutral to start the third 

and Wolf gets taken down. He looked like he was trying a spladel and lost it... Kid pops out and catches 
Sam's leg... Transitions to a cradle. :40 seconds left and Wolf gets out of it, but he's down 8-2. 

 
Schafer escapes in the 2nd and leads 1-0. Was in deep on a shot he picked to a crotch lift but time ran 

out before he could finish. 
 

Wolf drops 8-2, 1 round shy of placement.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:07:24 

   

Schafer is evenly matched in neutral so far, shoots S4 opponent out of bounds with :35 left in the first. 

Lots of circling and feeling one another out.  

 
Wolf in danger with legs in... bit of a scramble sees him regain control on top. Double legs in, running a 

power half. 1min 10sec gone and he's still up 2-0.  



 

 

 
Schafer takes bottom to start the 2nd, tied 0-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:05:47 
   

Sam Wolf gets a quick takedown in the first, secures two. Puts in a leg and rides out most of the first. 
Restart w/ 6 seconds, scramble, no points. 2-0 end of 1st. Wolf on top to start the 2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:04:30 
   

Sam Wolf on ! vs Section 2 opponent 
Schafer vs Section 4  —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:03:21 

   

Semis and Consolation bouts will take place at the same time. Here we go!  
 

Drew Schafer (Pal-Mac) up on Mat 2   —ANDREW 

2015-02-28 11:01:23 
   

Motley Crue's 'Kickstart My Heart' is playing post-National Anthem. We'll be starting shortly.   —

ANDREW 

2015-02-28 10:04:18 

   

Here at the arena and set up nice and early... I waited roughly 20-25 minutes last night, just hanging 
out, only to find out the announcer and stats guy left lol. So no team scores. Haven't heard them yet 

this morning and I haven't browsed other sites yet to see what the Sectional standings are.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 22:14:13 

   

All in all, at least on the D2 side of things, a very tough quarterfinal round was remedied a bit by the 

last two wrestle back rounds. A lot of guys still alive and one match from placing... A lot of them ended 
up going the hard route, but many of them should find their way to the podium tomorrow night. Gonna 

stick around for Team Scores (which will probably depress me a little) and head out for the night  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-27 22:07:27 
   

Gonzales gets in a bear hug and rolled through to his back and stuck. Did not see that coming.   —

ANDREW 

2015-02-27 22:05:46 

   

Mann wins by fall in the second.  

 
Gonzales tied up 1-1 with :25 seconds left in the third  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:59:28 
   

Mann up vs PSAL 
 

Gonzales up vs Section 3 



 

 

 
Mann is scoreless after 1. Gonzales as well.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:56:40 

   

Still 5-0, 34 ticks in the match.  
 

Brockuizen fights up and after 8ish seconds Duvall cuts him loose. Brockuizen tries a throw in the last 
few seconds and gives up another takedown. 7-1 final in favor of Duvall.  

 
Duvall was the better wrestler... but he was still flaaaat on his back twice towards the end of the 

second. Ah well. 
 

Aaron Mann coming up next.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:53:20 
   

Brockuizen gives up 2 near fall as Duvall rides legs. 5-0 in Duvall's favor now.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:52:50 

   

Todd Brockuizen up vs Garrett Duvall, the bracket's #1 seed. Going out of bounds the ref blows the 

whistle... a little late action with Duvall cranking a two-on-one over Brockuizen's head while he was on 
his hand and knees left Brockuizen clutching his right arm... He's back up and fired up. Now he needs to 

contain it and not gas himself out. Scoreless first. 
 

Duvall chooses bottom and earns an escape ~20 seconds into the period. Brockuizen is looking a bit 
overmatched in neutral so far as Duvall has nearly scored on 2 different takedowns going out of 

bounds. 

 
Brockuizen shoots in and comes up with a bear hug around the body and tries some greco... doesn't 

work and he ends up in bad position and gives up 2... Defensive pin should have been called just now. 
Ref missed it twice, actually. Duvall was flat on his back for a solid second and a half each time. 

Brockuizen trails 3-0 heading into the third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:46:20 

   

Section 6 kid = Jake Penhollow of Falconer.  

 
Decent action in the 3rd, but none of it has amounted to any points for either wrestler. Several shots 

that end in one guy sprawling and the other driving him out of bounds for a fresh start. Wilshire stops 

another shot attempt with 17 seconds left, stuffs the head and spins... no score. Match ends 5-0 -- 
Wilshire with the W.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:43:40 
   

Wilshire earns a quick 2 in the first 10 seconds. Steps through with a turk but ends up going out of 
bounds. Slips in a navy off the restart and rides out the period.  



 

 

 
Wilshire earns an escape and secures a takedown with 45 seconds left... Restart with Wilshire on top, 

5-0, and hammering a heavy forearm on the back of this guy's head.  
 

Section 6 kid takes neutral to start the third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:38:58 
   

Spallina won by fall in the first period  —TIM 

2015-02-27 21:37:52 

   

Time's ticking away. Kramell is working his heart out but he's going to run out of time unless something 
big happens. Guy on bottom is sitting there, knees wide, but down, as low to the mat as he can get, not 

moving. No stall warning... Not much Kramell could do. 5-3 is the final as Kramell exits the 
competition.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:35:25 
   

Kramell gets off bo4ttom in the third and secures a nice takedown with 1:07 left on the clock, but he 

still trails 5-3.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:33:42 
   

Mat 3, for D1, is blocked by multiple refs, table help refs, and media people... very challenging to cover 

adequately   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:32:43 
   

Spallina just won, I believe. I missed the score and such though.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:31:05 

   

Lukaszonas gets tilted with a bar, gives up 3 individual one counts, then a 2 count... then he gets turned 
over with that same bar and stuck with 40ish left in the 3rd. 

 
Kramell down 5-0 early and will start the 2nd period on top  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:29:39 
   

Kramell walking on vs Leon Riley (N.Adirondack-VII)   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:28:48 

   

Lukaszonas still up 2-0, warned for stalling with 2 seconds left in the 2nd... 
 

Chooses bottom to start the third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:28:01 
   

Pittman loses 5-2  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:27:07 

   

Khomitch drops his bout 4-2. He was losing in the third and barely attempted a shot. Rough outting, 
one I'm guessing he'd like to have back. 

 
10 seconds left for Hosmer and it's not enough. He can't quite work behind and drops 3-2. 



 

 

 
James Lukaszonas up 2-0 onver Section 3's Brett Lewis.  

 
Kyle Pittman trails 5-2 to Freeney from Lockport.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:22:43 

   

Nick Hosmer escapes in the second, gets taken down, and escapes again to tie it up 2-2. Gives up an 
escape in the third and trails 3-2. 

 
Aaron Paddock gets the quick takedown, locks up a cradle and wins by fall in :50  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:21:01 
   

Josh Griffith wins 5-2  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:20:25 

   

Cristales wins 7-4... up 5-4 he had a nasty throw on the boundary and kept his toes in for the 2 with 

4ish seconds left. It was a beaut. 

 
Corey Farrell wins by tech fall 17-2.  

 
Israel Byler wins by a score of 3-0. Had lots of cradles that he couldn't quite score off.  

 
Laloggia wins 4-2 

  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:03:46 

   

Royce on bottom to start the third period. E1 Royce and they're neutral. Down to 1 minute Royce has an 

apparent (to me) takedown with his toes in... Ref finally signals 2. 5-0 now.  

 
Ref misses backpoints in a guillotine... Royce loses it and is reversed. Match ends 5-2.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 21:01:34 
   

Royce in a scramble at the end of the second, neaaaarly gives up two but catches a leg in the last 5 
seconds. I was holding my breath. No joke.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:59:41 
   

Royce starts the 2nd period in neutral and secures a takedown through a scramble and heads up 2-0. 
Riding tough with 1 minute remaining.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:57:47 

   

:40 left and Block and Field are still neutral. Nice reshot by Block and get goes up 4-0. That will be the 
final. 

 

Royce/Fronhofer scoreless after 1  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-27 20:56:35 
   

Royce coming on the mat now against 8th seeded Fronhofer out of Salem-II.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:55:52 
   

Field (III) chooses neutral to start the third period.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:55:23 
   

Marcano earns an escape -- 5-1 now. And is taken down again. He loses 7-1  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:54:39 
   

Block has had good motion off bottom but hasn't scored yet in the second, with only 22 seconds left in 

the period. Field is riding tight.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:53:49 

   

Emerson Block finishes a prettttty double leg with about 3 seconds left on the clock. 2-0 heading into 

the second, Block takes bottom.  
 

Marcano nearly earns an escape with short time in the 2nd, questionable stalling by his opponent, but 
no call... Marcano, on top in the third, gives up a quick escape and is then taken down and turned. He 

trails 5-0 with 1:20 left  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:50:32 
   

Block up against Tyler Field, section 3  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:49:54 
   

Marcano is up on mat 6 vs Seitz. Scoreless first.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:45:47 
   

Recco gets 2 nearfall in a scramble position. It turns potentially dangerous. Recco cuts Lauricella loose 
with 6ish left on the clock. 5-1 final, Recco moves on.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:41:42 
   

Lauricella Optional starts Recco, giving him a 1-0 lead. Recco then scores a takedown and leads 3-0 
with under a minute  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:39:28 
   

scoreless 2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:34:42 
   

Recco hit for stalling already in the first 45 seconds  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:32:45 
   

Recco V Lauricella up next  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:31:52 
   

Sliwoski picks up the W  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:31:30 
   

Yanklowski gets tilted. Loses the match 10-6.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-27 20:30:35 

   

Yanklowski gets the takedown, 6-6, and tries to cut him, but before he's awarded the escape he shot in 
and secured a reversal. Yanklowski trails 8-6. 

 
Sliwoski still leads 5-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:29:04 
   

R2 Sliwoski as he takes a 5-0 lead  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:28:52 
   

Section 7 guy chooses bottom, Yanklowski optional starts in neutral, putting him down 6-4. 1:51 left 

and a restart.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:28:06 

   

Yanklowski gets E1, then taken down. He's down 5-4 with :15 seconds left on the restart. 

 
Wilkins gets taken down in OT and loses. 

 

Sliwoski gets nearfall in the second and leads 3-0 heading into the third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:26:43 

   

Luke Yanklowski on bottom to start 2nd, 45 seconds gone and no points yet. 

 
Wilkins gives up 3 points... guessing an escape and takedown... 5-5 and OT coming.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:25:08 

   

Wilkins taken down. 2-1, :30 left in 2nd. 
 

Yanklowski quick takedown and cuts section 7 guy loose. It backfires as he gets taken down. 
Yanklowski works out to tie it 3-3 just before the period ends.  

 

Wilkins up 3-2 in the third, gets 2 take down. Goes up 5-2 with 1:09 left.  
Sliwoski ends the first 0-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:22:48 

   

Wilkins bottom to start the 2nd. E1. Wilkins shoots, gets deep, but Section 1 kid has a gumby-knee and 
gets a potentially dangerous call that stops the move progression. 

 
Luke Yanklowski stepping on 7 in front of me. Sliwoski is as well. Walker finished his match 8-4  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:21:00 

   

Dylan Walker (Warsaw) gets a takedown early on Vin Micelli (who beat Gress last round). Leads 2-0 at 

the end of 1. Walker leads 6-0 after nearly getting caught in a cradle, despite being on top -- it was a 

slick move by Micelli. 4 points just went up on the board for Micelli making it 6-4. Probably R2, N2. Just 
confusing since they weren't awarded initially. 



 

 

 
Walker takes him down to start the third, leads 8-4 and rocking a good power half/cross-body ride. 

 
Wilkins was in danger but made it out of the first without giving up points  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:14:07 

   

Young escapes early in the third. 1-1. Gives him an whole period to work. 
Some funky scrambling keeps young on his feet as they go out of bounds and avoids surrendering 

points.  
 

Crazy-floppy-bad-hips-floppy-scrambling-transitional-craziness is happening and after 25 seconds of it, 
Young winds up on the losing side ofe the scramble, 3-1... and is tilted. Loses 5-1 to McGarvey.   —

ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:11:25 
   

Young ends up giving up an escape with under 10 seconds remaining in the second... this has been a 
bad theme for S5 wrestling today...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:10:01 

   

Wolf earns a reversal, goes up 5-1. Wolf in a bad spot but makes it to a stalemate without giving up 
points. 5-1 lead with 9 seconds left on the restart and he holds on to win 5-1. 

 
Nick Young, on top, is riding well so far in the second. 40 seconds left and no points have been given 

up.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:08:35 

   

Sam Wolf gives up an escape in the 2nd. Leads 2-1 in the third, on bottom. He's getting worked over a 

bit but hasnt given up points. 

 
Nick Young nearly has 2 at the buzzer, but nothing's awarded. 0-0 heading into the second against 5th 

Seeded McGarvey.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 20:04:06 

   

Aaron Mann (Warsaw) earns a first period fall. 

 
Sam Wolf on against Section 3's Cody Fields, the 3rd seed in the bracket. Wolf locks up a cradle and is 

awarded 2.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:35:47 
   

9-2 final for Lukaszonas as he moves on as well.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:33:53 

   

Kramell neutral, shoots and dumps the double for another 2. Opponent warned for stalling. 

 
Lukaszonas is on top in the second, riding tough and being much more physical than I've seen him. He 



 

 

locks up a pump-handle tilt and gets his 5 count. 8-0 heading into the third. 
 

Kramell got a mysterious point and leads 5-0 despite starting the period 4-0 and on top... Doesn't 
matter where the point came from, Kramell sticks his opponent and heads into the next consolation 

round.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:30:41 
   

Lukaszonas and Kramell on the mat at the same time. Lukaszonas with a takedown and 3 nearfall to 

lead 5-0. Kramell gets the takedown early as well, 2-0.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:28:24 

   

2nd Period for Khomitch ends 1-0, with him down. He chooses bottom to start the third and doesn't get 

a good move off bottom on the whistle... He has to struggle slowly to his feet while Fleming cracks 
down on the ankle and comes up with a single. Restart with 1:11 remaining. Better move this time, but 

similar result. Khomitch his a switch on the mat return and is nearly around but gets his leg hooked and 

it ends in a stalemate. 
 

:45 seconds from the end. Ref warns Fleming with :28 on the clock. Missed locked hands on the mat 
return. Wooow. That was bad.  

 
With 4 seconds left, Khomitch somehow slips out, drives in and reverses Fleming and puts him to his 

back for 5.  
 

5-1 final for Khomitch. (At least Section V guys aren't the only ones losing in the last 5 seconds of all 

these matches ha)  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:23:06 

   

Danny Khomitch (Byron-Bergen) vs Teddy Fleming (North Salem-I) up now. 

 
Hosmer's got Cuffee on his back, and held him there for a good potion of the period. Hosmer goes up 7-

2 and finishes out the victory. 
 

Khomitch, scoreless after one, is on top to start the second and gives up an escape 35 seconds in.   —
ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:19:23 
   

Hosmer gets 2 on the boundary and takes the lead 4-2. 7 seconds on the restart. No score change, but 

Cuffee takes injury time, holding his elbow.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:17:39 
   

Hosmer on bottom in 2nd, gets out. 2-2.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-27 19:16:56 

   

Nick Hosmer taken down in the first by Vance Cuffee, 13 seconds remaining on the restart. E1 Hosmer. 
2-1 heading into the 2nd period. 

 
Pittman taken down, still leads 5-3, warned for stalling. Time expires with Pittman coming out on top 5-

3.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:13:47 
   

Kyle Pittman (Spencerport) currently leading 3-0 with 1:50 left in the third. Pittman takes Nicosia 

down. Cuts him loose. Score is now 5-1.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 19:02:28 

   

Colin Royce (Warsaw) vs Eric Boyle (Nanuet-I) on Mat 2. 

 
Scoreless first. Royce on bottom to start 2nd. E1. Out of bounds and restart back in neural. 1-0 Royce 

leads.Royce just got a free point for unsportsmanlike, possibly? Kid took a bit of a swing going out of 

bounds and the ref hit him for it. Off the restart, Boyle shoots in and Royce stepped over, planted him 
on his back and got the fall.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:52:25 
   

Block runs the score up to 14-1 and secures the takedown, 16-1, for the techfall. Nice job wrestling 
back after a tough draw to start the tournament.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:51:31 

   

Refs are conferring... changed score to 4-0. Wiped off the escape and changed the takedown to a 
reversal... saying (if I can read lips and hand gestures at all) that Block turned in and locked around the 

body before making the complete break for an escape. Regardless, Block runs up the score a bit, 
making it 9 to nothing to end two. 

 

I want to say Marcano is up 7-2 with 9 seconds left. At least I think that's Marcano... Yepp. Marcano 
wins 7-2 over Yee.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:47:25 
   

Block stands up and earns the escape after the restart. Hip tosses Sheppard for 2. 5-0 Block with 1:16 
remaining  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:46:18 
   

Emerson Block (PM) vs Brody Sheppard (Ogdensburg-X). Block goes up 2-0 quick and ends the 
shortened first period with a 2-0 lead. Block on bottom to start the second.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:39:34 
   

Recco wins by tech fall 15-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:23:49 

   

Connor Wilkins (Livonia) vs Zachary Roberts eee(Ogdensburg-X). 

 

Wilkins quick T2 and 3 nearfall. gets his 5 count, lets him over. Finishes the match in :52 via fall. 



 

 

 
Gress drops his match 7-3  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:21:37 
   

Jacob Ruggeri down 3-2 with 15 seconds left, Nadeau (Section II) shot, got a leg, and Ruggeri couldn't 
finish. Falls 3-2 and that ends his tournament.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:19:59 
   

Gress leads 1-0 in the second, on bottom. I'm thinking he got a locked hands called... I was zoned into 
the last 30 seconds of Gonzales's match and missed it.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:19:07 

   

Jeff Gress Jr up on 2 vs Vin Micelli of Port Jefferson-XI. Scoreless first. 
 

20 seconds left for Gonzales and he's got a leg in a sprawl position, but wasn't able to work up enough. 
Stalemate with 3 seconds left. Nothing off the restart. Gonzales drops 1-0.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:16:41 
   

Gonzales down 1-0 in the third. :59 ticks left.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:15:10 
   

Sam Wolf up 12-1 and dominating. N3. 15-1 heading into the third. Wolf wins by techfall 19-1.  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:13:06 
   

Young wins by Fall  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 18:12:41 

   

Nick Young (Alexander) takes the mat against Mikey Bruno, Putnam Valley-I. Young earns the 

takedown, gives up an escape, and chooses bottom in the second. E1 Young, leads 3-1. 
 

Sam Wolf (Warsaw) leading 2-1 over Wade Harris, Red Hook-IX, at the end of 1. Wolf chooses neutral. 
 

Young with a takedown, and looks like nearfall. Up 8-1 starting in the third.  

 
T2 wolf, gets backs, leads 6-1 and is getting more. 

 
Gonzales scoreless vs Dan Appley of section 3 after 1  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:55:07 

   

Scoreless first. Hilliard strikes first with an escape to start off the scoring a few seconds into the second 
period. 1-0 Hilliard. Brockuizen taken down near the end of the second. 3-0 now, Brockuizen chooses 

bottom to start the third period.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-27 17:48:35 
   

Todd Brockuizen is up vs a Section 3 opponent - Will Hilliard from Phoenix, the 2-seed in the bracket  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:46:40 
   

This has not been a good round for Section V.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:43:51 

   

E1 Wilshire. 3-1 lead. Wilshire taken down... 3-3, but gets back to his feet quickly and leads 4-3. He was 

in danger but managed to work out... 4-3, :18 seconds left on the restart. Ref awards T2 on the 
boundary to Section 3 wrestler... 5-4, 7 seconds left. And loses.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:40:34 
   

Wilshire leads 2-1 heading into the third, and takes bottom.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:40:07 
   

I spoke too soon. "Entire second period" should have said "the first 1:58 of the second period..."  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:39:07 

   

Dylan Royce got stuck by Rose, quickly. 

 

Wilshire gets a nice quick 2 and rides out his section 3 opponent the rest of the first. Wilshire on top in 
the 2nd and doing the same. No score change (2-0) the entire second period.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:35:20 
   

Messinger locks up another cradle following a granby and sticks him... That match changed in a 
hurry  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:34:21 
   

Stalemate. 30 seconds left. 9-8 Messinger still.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:33:34 
   

Paddock E1, leads 8-7 early in the third. Messinger in deep on a single but Paddock is fighting it off. And 

he's taken down... 9-8 Messinger, :54 left with a restart.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:32:32 

   

Aaron PAddock takes the mat in place of Cristales against Willie Messinger of Putnam Valley-I. T2 for 

Paddock and he leverages a counter-pressure bar (hop sides and circle to the head, rather than running 

around the head with a conventional arm-bar) into 2 nearfall. 
 

He locks up another bar. Messinger resists it so Paddock does another counter pressure bar and leads 
7-0 at the end of one. Neutral to start the second. Paddock tries a throw, I think, but lost his hips and 

got put to his back. T2/N2 for Messinger. Score now 7-4. Paddock down. 
 

 
Strassner up 4-3 is called for stalling and gives up a point with 2 seconds on the clock... 4-4 = OT. 

 



 

 

Aaron Paddock is caught in a cradle! wow. I wasn't looking at the set up but he was pretty much stuck 
and the ref was kinda slow on the call, honestly... 7-7 now heading into the third. That match turned in 

a hurry.  
 

I believe Strassner was just taken down in OT and lost 6-4...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:25:57 

   

Cristales was just crazy-deep on a high crotch, turned the corner and was essentially guaranteed 2... 

and somehow Lawrence switched his hips and came out on top. Seriously impressive. Cristales got 1 
back but the final ends 8-1.  

 
Strassner up 4-2 now with 30 seconds left in the 2nd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:23:54 
   

Hobie Strassner leads 2-0, riding tight, with time winding down in the first. Strassner gives up an 

escape with 1 second left in the period...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:21:29 

   

Cristales with a nice mat return, Lawrence stands back up and gets the escape. Cristalees was 

dangerously close to a takedown, but Lawrence managed to move his hips out of the way and secure a 
stalemate. Cristales taken down with a slide by, I believe. I looked down to type and he was down... 

may have just been a really nice duck under. Regardless, the matchc is 5-0 in lawrence's favor with :30 
remaining in the second  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:19:19 
   

Lawrence rides a heavy 2-on-1 and Cristales can't get anywhere with it. Lawrence is on bottom to start 
the second. Caution on Cristales.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:17:19 
   

If Cristales keeps going like he is he's going to run out of blood before he runs out of blood time. I don't 

think I've seen a guy bleed like this at states since Mike McInally in 05.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:15:34 
   

Lou Deprez follows suit with a 6-0 decision and he is also onto semis  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:14:51 
   

Anthony Bell (fairport) picked up a 4-2 win and is headed onto semis tomorrow.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:13:55 
   

Corey Cristales up on 8 vs Connor Lawrence (section II). Cristales taken down early and already a 

minute of his bloodtime gone to a bloody nose.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:12:36 
   

Gardner and Dusold went down to the wire. Said loss of control, gave Dusold 1 and sent it to OT. 

Gardner took him down to his back and stuck him.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-27 17:11:47 
   

Byler drops 5-4 on a locked hands call to Shomers from Section 6  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 17:02:45 
   

Ierlan drops to Porter. Louie Deprez takes his place on Mat 4 vs Adriane Ferrarie  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:59:43 

   

Section 6's Dakota Gardner has Section 8's Mike Dusold at 152. 
 

Ierlan now trails 7-3 to Porter  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:56:59 
   

Griffith, down 10-2, gets pinned by Frank Garcia from Norwich.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:56:33 
   

Tristan Ierlan down 3-1 to Jesse Porter of Shen, Neutral in the 3rd with 1 minute left  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:55:23 

   

Farrell drops 6-1.  

Laloggia pinned in the 1st. 
Frankie Gissendanner by tech fall  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:50:06 
   

4-1, rifanburg takes bottom in 3rd  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:48:46 
   

2 boundary takedowns for rifanburg, 4-1  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:42:03 

   

Frankie Gissendanner (Penfield) up 4-1 on his section 6 opponent, Tristan Almeter. Frankie takes him 

down and lets him up on the restart. 6-2 with 1:30 left. 
 

Corey Farrell - Warsaw vs Tristan Rifanburg - Norwich on mat 2  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:34:50 

   

Zack Barker down 7-1 to start the third and is taken down by Burns. 9-1 Burns. Barker got a point for 

something. He needs something big to happen here... and it nearly does but he lost leverage and ends 
back up on his belly. That's the final, Barker drops 9-2.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:29:04 
   

Gaiser picks up a 10-0 win over Gould and looked really really solid  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:28:08 

   

Dusold chooses bottom, Yanklowski optional starts to neutral. 3-1 and he's getting after him. I believe 
both have a stall warning. This is a great match. 

 
Lauricella ends 6-2, dropping to Spann.  

 
 



 

 

And wow, I was watching Kropman dismantling his opponent, thinking it was Lancie all the way across 
the arena... Lancie dropped a tight one to Orefice 3-2... My fault. Too many matches at once. 

 
Dusold called for stalling and gives up a point but gets away with running away... with a 3-2 win.  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:24:50 
   

Yanklowski ridden out in the 2nd.  

Gaiser leads 8-0 after 3 nearfall and looks dominant.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:24:16 
   

Lauricella gets a takedown on Spann and cuts him loose. 6-2 Spann with :59 left  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:21:47 

   

Lancie leads 6-0 on Orifice starting the 3rd on bottom. He gets the escape, leads 7-1.  
 

Dusold deep on a shot on Yanklowski, scores 2. Yanklowski gets his hips back and gets out 2-1 to end 

1.  
 

Gaiser with the takedown in the first, leads 2-0 over Gould with 20 seconds left. 
 

Lauricella struggling to get anything going, still on bottom and down 5-0 in the second  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:19:35 

   

Heberlein wins 9-0.  

 
Tommy Lancie up against Anthony Orifice - Section VI. Lancie is up 4-0 to end the first. Orifice hits an 

inside switch off bottom in the second, Lancie bails and gives up 1. 4-1 Lancie.  

 
Luke Yanklowski up against Hunter Dusold... could be fireworks! 

 
Jon Lauricella finds himself in an early 5-0 hole but works off his back and gets a second chance. 

 
Nick Gaiser is up on 2 vs Section 4's Brandon Gould.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:15:16 

   

Heberlein on bottom to start the third. A lot of work in the first 30 seconds ends in no points. Off the 
restart Dane long-sits and Abe is called for locked hands. 6-0 Heberlein. Abe cuts him loose, 7-0 

Heberlein, and Dane promptly takes him back down and now leads 9-0 with 30 seconds left  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:13:24 
   

Sliwoski loses 3-2.  
Heberlein finishes the first up 2-0, on top to start the 2nd. 

Yianni is up 7-0 now, 1:30 left in the third. 



 

 

 
Heberlein with bars in, gets a 5-count and nearly a fall. Goes up 5-0. Was riding a nice turk for a few 

seconds but gave it up without scoring off it.  
 

Yianni leads 9-1 with 40 seconds left and that's how the match ends, Yianni was close to securing 
another takedown as time expired. Good win.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:08:40 

   

Yianni Diakomihalis vs Alex Vargas of Syosset-VII -- can't really see their action, but will do my best to 
give score updates. 2-0 Yianni w/ a takedown. 

 
Sliwoski gives up one to start the 2nd and is down 3-0 in neutral. So far he's shooting but he gets 

caught in a front headlock and remains stuck there.  

 
Yianni rides out the First up 2-0. 

 
Dane Heberlein - Alexander takes the mat against Satoshi Abe of section 1. Heberlein gets a quick 

takedown to go up 2-0.  
 

Yianni escapes in the second, leads 3-0.  
 

Sliwoski down 3-0, on bottom in the third.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:04:19 

   

Joe Sliwoski (Wayne) vs Chris Cirigliano (BGA-IV) on Mat 1. Sliwoski deep on a shot but loses the leg. 
Cirigliano tries a head in the hole front headlock but doesn't score and they're back on their feet.  

 
Hertel still up 3-1 with 20 seconds left in the third. Restart due to headgear.  

 
Sliwoski deep on a shot, coming out the back door and nearly scores with a push-pull, but gets flattened 

out. Cirigliano turns bad into good and scores off it with about 20 seconds left and leads 2-0 at the end 
of 1.  

 

Hertel finishes with a 3-1 victory.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 16:00:53 

   

Hertel on top to start the second. Again, riding well. Not allowing Carter to score at all. He hasn't run 

much in the form of tilts or pinning combinations, but thus far has looked solid on top.  
 



 

 

Carter stands up and Hertel switches to a crotch lock to mat return. Ends up giving up the 1 with 30 
second left. Period ends 2-1 in Hertel's favor. Hertel chooses Neutral to start the third.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:57:49 
   

Austin Hertel takes a quick 2-0 lead and controlling 6th seeded Jemone Carter from Niagara Falls well 
so far. He ends the period leading 2-0.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:55:51 
   

It was Bardanis. He dropped his Quarterfinals bout 6-0  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:54:55 
   

D1 lightweight just lost... couldn't see who it was  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:53:44 
   

Gonzales picks up the W on mat 2.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:53:23 
   

Gomez called again. 2-1 now, walker is still pounding him on top. 10 seconds left and he's not moving a 

bit. Walker loses 2-1 to Gomez, who did NOTHING for about 4 minutes. Shame.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:51:56 

   

Walker had Gomez going over on top with a power half, but time expired with no points... Walker takes 

top, down 2-0 in the third. Ref gets a 1 count off but is slow on it. Misses points. Stalling on Gomez. 

 
Gonzales holds Jones down in the first TB. Jones locks his hands and Gonzales goes up 4-3.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:50:02 

   

Walker had Gomez starting to go over in spladel and gomez taps for the 2nd time. No points...  
 

Schafer wins 3-2. 
Gonzales scoreless in SV OT. TB 2OT coming with Jones down first.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:48:26 
   

Jones took a second injury time out, gave up choice, Gonzales took bottom and got the escape with 3 
seconds remaining! OT  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:47:48 

   

Dylan Walker (Warsaw) has Jon Gomez, the 1 seed from Locust Valley. Walker has a deep single and 

it's up in the air. Gomez doing some crazy acrobatics and gets a potentially dangerous. Gomez deep on 
a shot but Walker able to get out. Gomez hits a dart off the tie and walker is in trouble, but his knee 

goes funny directions and a potentially dangerous is called. :!5 seconds on the restart.  
 

Schafer gets a mysterious point (locked hands, possibly) and then earns a reversal, leading 3-0 heading 
into the 3rd. He gives up an early escape and leads 3-1.  

 
Somehow Gonzales got down 3-2... 30 seconds, he's in neutral. He needs a takedown or another stall 

point... he has a chance.  



 

 

 
Walker got taken down, I believe, with a few short seconds left in the first. Gomez is on bottom, Walker 

top with 1:30 in the second.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:43:08 

   

Drew Schafer (Pal Mac) vs Carson Dobozy (Peru-VII) on 1.  

 
Gonzales's match with Jones sees a scoreless first. Jones takes bottom and earns the escape with 1:40 

remaining. 
 

Schafer has a deep shot, works to his feet and has a crotch lock but can't finish. Off the restart he does 
it again but is again unable to finish, even after sliding up to an over-under-type body lock. Out of 

bounds and no score in the first. 

 
Gonzales and Jones match is evened up now 1-1 as Jones is called for stalling for the second time (in 

the 2nd period). Gonzales takes bottom and puts himself in position to win.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:38:46 

   

285: Alex Gonzales from Geneva has Section 6's Nick Jones from Dunkirk. Both big men attempt a slide 

by within the first 6 seconds, neither score. Jones tries again and nearly hits it. Gonzales tries again and 
barely moves Jones this time. 1:00 lefet in the first, it's scoreless.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:33:42 
   

Wow, 0-0 match in the second, I believe Joe Fuino just got stuck...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:31:27 

   

Scoreless SV OT. Brockuizen on top in the first TB period of 2OT. Brockuizen locks up a cradle but 

doesn't turn him. 5 seconds left. they're heading out of bounds, time expires, ref gives one anyway! 

Wooooow! Okay, phew. Quick appeals and it's reversed. 2-2, Brockuizen takes bottom. He's on his feet, 
E1, 15 left. He's up 1 but has to keep wrestling. Sprawls out, no stall call. 3-2 win in 2OT for 

Brockuizen.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:29:10 
   

one of my posts didn't send -- Brockuizen gave up an escape  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:27:39 
   

Brockuizen hit for stalling on a charity stall call with 10 seconds left. OT it is.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:25:34 

   

Brockuizen deep on a single and plants George to his back, but George's bounciness (not sure how else 

to describe the spring Brockuizen had after landing on him) and Brockuizen's momentum send him up, 
over and out of bounds with no 2.  

 

Mann gives up an escape, is taken down and earned the escape. Up 4-3, he's deep on a shot with :20 
left, but planted to the mat. Bad position. Works back to his feet and out of bounds. :16 left. Oh no. 



 

 

Mann gets taken down with about 7 seconds left on the clock and give up nearfall. He had him... Drop 
the match by an official score of 8-4. 

 
Brockhuizen earns a reversal in the second and leads 2-0 heading into 3. He's warned for stalling on 

top.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:21:02 

   

Mann, leading 2-0 after 1, chooses bottom. He's nearly out and nearly in trouble all at the same time. 

Fortunately, he goes out of bounds and things don't go badly. Stand up on the restart and Sampo cracks 
down to a single for the second time but Mann gets his foot down and gets the 1. 3-0, 1:00 left in the 

2nd. 
 

Todd Brockuizen (Pal-Mac) takes the mat againt Constantin George from Putnam-I Valley. 

 
Mann on another shot, Sampo nearly scoots behind for two, but being on the boundary, they go out of 

bounds with no chance. 3-0, period ends. Sampo takes bottom to start 3.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:17:27 
   

Mann with a very nice ankle pick off the collar tie. Secures the 2 on the boundary.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:14:58 
   

220: Aaron Mann (Warsaw) vs Elijah Sampo (Canastota-III, #3 seed) starting on mat 2  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:08:47 
   

Once this round completes quarter finals will be starting  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:05:14 
   

Warsaw's Dylan Royce advances with a 10-1 win in prelims  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:03:15 
   

D2 220 upset -- #1 seeded Garrett Duvall (Section 3) gets stuck by Spencer Matthaei of Locust 

Valley  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 15:01:59 

   

Dylan Royce (Warsaw) up against Section X's Troy Gates. Royce with the early takedown heads up 2-0. 
 

Casey Goldberg (Brighton) vs Anthony DiMatteo (Sachem North - XI) ends 3-0 in favor of DiMatteo... 
Mat 6's bout number is not being updated, so I'm kind of having to guess at this point and it's 

challenging with all that's going on. 
 

Royce leads 7-0 with :51 in the 2nd. He's on top and working a 2-on-1 tilt.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:56:36 

   

Wilshire takes bottom to start 2. Imo, the refs just missed locked hands twice back-to-back lol. Oh well. 

Wilshire is still working and works out for an escape off a stand up. 5-1 lead and he attacks in neutral 

off the restart. He clubs the head down and picks the far knee, taking Williams to his back. Wilshire 



 

 

looks to finish it with a half. Williams turns away, Wilshire reverses the half and locks up the win with a 
fall. 

 
Cardelli locks up the W 13-4  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:52:01 

   

Phil Wilshire (Attica) on the mat vs Section 9's Zach Williams and he currently owns a 2-1 lead over his 
opponent with 1:00 left in the first. 

 
Brockport's Cameron Cardelli leads 11-3 with 1 minute left in the 3rd, is currently running a bar, and 

looks like he's in no danger whatsoever.  
 

Wilshire secures the takedown at the end of the period and goes up 4-1 to start the second.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:40:50 

   

Kramell down 4-0 in the third, on top, gives up an escape that makes it a 5pt deficit. He hits a deep shot 
with :35 on the clock but they go out of bounds and no score. Kramell works hard, but the match ends 

5-0 in favor of the #1 seeded Engle.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:34:40 

   

Spencer Kramell (Perry) vs Section 3's Triston Engle on mat 1. 

 
Lukaszonas gives up the escape and is taken down. 11-2, 1 min remaining. E1 Lukaszonas. Match ends 

11-3 
 

Kramell gets taken down. Down 2-0 to end the first, he chooses bottom to start the second.  

 
  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:31:06 

   

Paddock secures the Tech, 16-1, 17 seconds into the third. 
 

Lukaszonas trails 8-2 after the second  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:29:14 

   

Paddock chooses bottom and gets the quick 1. T2. N2 on another tilt. 12-0 now. 

 
James Lukaszonas is wrestling the #2 seeded Bushey from Section 7 and trails 2-0 after the 1st.   —

ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:27:29 
   

7 second takedown for Paddock. 2-0. Paddock stuffs Welgoss's head and stacks him up for a 4 count 
and heads up 4-0 before Welgoss wiggles out. Paddock working a pump-handle that he transitions into 

points after Welgoss squirrels his hips away. Paddock leads 7-0 heading into the 2nd.  



 

 

 
  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:24:58 
   

Aaron Paddock (Warsaw) stepping on the mat vs PSAL's Rob Welgoss.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:23:49 

   

Back at it now, Westerdahl with the quick escape to put him up 4-3. :45 secons and he his a slick slide 

by. Khomitch has all he can do to hit part of a switch on the way down, going out of bounds, to avoid 
giving up the 2. Back to neutral with :36 on the clock. Lots of good action. Westerdahl defends a 

Khomitch shot and they go out of bounds. Time winds down and Westerdahl wins 4-3 over Khomitch.  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:20:54 

   

Khomitch and Westerdahl are scoreless for the remaining portion of the 2nd. Khomitch takes bottom 
and earns a quick escape to tie it 1-1. Westerdahl gets a takedown with a near leg in... very little 

control in the position and Khomitch works out for a reversal and ties it up 3-3.  

 
Westerdahl takes injury time.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:19:31 

   

Cristales's nose is back under control, it seems. :30 seconds left, he's on top. Riding hard on a claw, 
working mat returns. Mosca long-sits hard and Cristales loses his control. E1 Mosca. 13-12 Cristales 

lead. Cristales holds on for the W.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:18:02 
   

Khomitch and Westerdahl are scoreless after 1. Westerdahl chooses bottom and works out for an 

escape on the boundary. 1-0 Westerdahl with 1:00 left in the 2nd period.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:16:56 
   

Cristales's nose is really bleeding - already bled through the cotton ball they just put up his nose... 2:45 

of blood time left  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:16:00 

   

Cristales gets a leg in but it's stopped due to blood.  
 

Danny Khomitch is up on 1 vs Section 6's Brian Westerdahl  — 

2015-02-27 14:14:24 

   

Nick Hosmer of Canisteo-Greenwood is down 3-1 with :28 remaining on the restart.  

 
Corey Cristales wrestling sloppy... Gets taken down 6 seconds into the first, then tilted off the restart to 

go down 5-0... but then battles back to a 9-9 score with :10 left in the second via takedowns and cuts.  
 

Hosmer takes a desperate shot attempted at the end and gives up 2 and drops 5-1.  

 



 

 

Cristale's opponent (Shawn Mosca of Section 8) chooses bottom and Cristales optional starts to neutral 
and takes him down. 11-10. Mosca gets an escape, 11-11, and Cristales puts on a clinic, taking Mosca 

down AGAIN. What a turn of the tides. :47 left as they go out of bounds. Cristales on top.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:10:18 

   

Louie Deprez wraps up his match with a Fall early in the second.  

 
Mike Spallina drops his match to Kevin Parker of Shenendehowa.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 14:06:56 

   

Section 6: Dakota Gardner (Fredonia) leads 8-1 with 1:30 in the match over Jason Colon from Vernon 
Verona Sherrill (III).  

 
:56 remaining and Gardner is warned for stalling.Garnder wraps up the W. 

  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:59:24 

   

Josh Griffith (Warsaw) up on mat 7 vs Ben Cuppett of New Paltz (9).  
 

Griffith is up 7-1 currently, with :30 remaining in the second. He looks composed and dominant thus far. 
He'll need it for Garcia (IV) coming up next round, who dominated his section 10 opponent (Austin 

Milone of Gouverneur) with a 56 second pin in the first. 
 

Griffith with quick points in the 3rd, heads up 9-1.  
 

On Mat 3, Tristan Ierlan (Victor) leads 7-4 over Hunter Perrine of Messina (Section X). Ierlan turns that 

into an 11-4 lead w/ reversal and nearfall. He cuts him loose and is in on deep shot but ultimately is 
unable to finish it. 11-5 final, Ierlan wins. 

 
Griffith finishes off his opponent from Section 9 with a final score of 11-3. 

 
Section 6: Andrew Shomers wins 2-0 over Caleb Beach of South Jefferson (3)  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:51:53 

   

Anthony Bell (Fairport) vs Steven Lauro (Suffern-1) up on mat 6. Quick takedown puts Bell up 2-0. 
 

Pittman still in neutral and battling to score. Hits a really nice duck under and comes behind in a mat-

return position... and loses it, then gets taken down to end end 2nd, down 4-0.  
 

Israel Byler wins 4-2 and looked good. Little sloppy, but he could make some noise. 
 



 

 

Pittman was down 4-0 with a minute left in the third... missed the finish. Same with Bell, I missed his 
finish, but he was dominating in the first period.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:39:51 

   

Kyle Pittman (Spencerport) vs Elias Kokalis (section 8) on Mat 3. 
 

They're neutral as Pittman trails 2-0 midway through the second. 1:10 on the clock.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:36:05 

   

Section 6:  

Jed Micek of Maple Grove tied up 5-5 heading into OT against Noah Curreri from Section 9. Micek has a 
stall warning that I caught at the end of the 3rd. Curreri warned for stalling in OT. Scoreless SV OT 

leads to 2OT top-bottom period. 
 

Curreri ridden out by Micek in the first one. Micek earns the reversal to head up 7-5. 8 seconds left. 

Micek gives up the escape to Curreri, but wins 7-6. Good match.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:28:05 

   

Royce has got some injury time ticking off the clock. Looks like a slight ankle roll on the scramble. 

Putting weight back on it and they're at it again. :40 left and a restart. Hudson backing away with an 
underhook. :17 and a restart. Hudson stalling his butt off to maintain, Ref warns for stalling with 3 

seconds left but it's far too late to change the outcome. Hudson wins 2-1.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:25:15 
   

Royce up and nearly out again but Hudson cracks down on the ankle. Royce finally kicks out and gets 

his 1. 2-1 Hudson with a minute left.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:24:10 

   

Royce just gave up 2 points somehow... A point for his 3rd caution on top and I'm not sure where the 

other came from... 6 seconds left, loads of restarts. Royce rides him out but still gave up 2. Royce 

chooses down to start the third and has an up hill battle. 
 

Royce nearly had an escape but was lackadaisical and Hudson shot back in and brought Royce to the 
mat with no change in position or score.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:21:31 

   

Farrell wins 5-1 over Jackson. I don't wanna say "I said that would happen in a post I made a while 
back" but I think I may have called that W. :)  

 
Good win.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:19:52 
   

Royce riding Hudson out so far, 30 seconds left in the 2nd. Still scoreless.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-27 13:19:22 
   

E1 Jackson early in the 3rd. Beautiful shot by Farrell secures 2 and he goes up 5-1 and riding tough on 
top.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:18:19 
   

E1 Farrell and then gets the rakedown to go up 3-0.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:16:14 
   

Farrell scoreless after one, goes down. Royce also scoreless, is on top of Hudson to start the second.  —

ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:14:47 

   

Colin Royce (Warsaw) up now on Mat 1 vs Chataqua Lake's Hudson.  

 
Corey Farrell up vs Kevin Jackson, Locust Valley.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:11:51 
   

Hulse tries throwning boots but Laloggia catches them coming in and bumps him off the top. Earns a 
quick reversal, 4-0, and gives up an escape, 4-1. T2 Laloggia and he leads 6-1 with 1:10 left.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:10:28 
   

Laloggia with the takedown. Leads 2-0 heading into the second, and chooses bottom.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:08:05 
   

Mike Laloggia and Hunter Hulse (Section 11) take the mat on 6.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 13:01:24 

   

Block is working to score off the tie but it isn't working... Block tries a lateral drop and Casella falls on 

top. 9-2 Casella is the final. IF not for the underhook in the beginning, that's a pretty close match.  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:58:45 

   

Block and Casella (proper spelling, oops) start in neutral... Block taken down and Casella has a boot in 
running a power half. Out of bounds. 1:01 left in the 2nd... Block, as physical and explosive as he is, just 

looks overmatched.  
 

Block stands up and Casella has a sloppy mat return. Block turns in and gets a reversal. Unable to turn 

him though. Casella chooses neutral to starat the third, 7-2.  
 

Frankie Gissendanner by techfall.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:55:38 

   

Frankie Gissendanner (Penfield) v. Sweeney section 2. Frankie with a takedown and cut. Make it two 

takedowns. I lied. 3 takedowns and cuts. 6-3. 4 takedowns and now getting nearfall... cut him loose 
again. 11-4 :20 left.  

 
Emerson Block - PM vs Nick Cassella - LV --- Both on their knees, Cassella underhooks and puts Block to 

his back for 5 early in the first.... Block fights off but the damage may already be done... Tough draw 



 

 

and tough start. Hopefully he can battle back.  
 

Frankie G is up 17-5 with 30 gone in the second. Oh-my-dominant lol. This is a takedown tourney on 
Mat 5.  

 
Block ridden out the remainder of the 1st.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:50:51 

   

Barker and Colgan start neutral in the third. A minute ticks off without any scoring and Barker hits what 
looked like a throw (missed the start) and rolls through with control and leads 10-1 before giving up a 

reversal on the restart. 10-3 with 30 left. Barker on bottom with the restart at :22, E1 Barker and he 
finishes the match with an 11-3 MD over Section 4's Colgan.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:47:49 
   

Barker getes a niiiiiiice single at the end of the second and finishes an impressive textbook takedown to 

lead 8-1 heading into the third.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:44:15 
   

Barker with a takedown and nearfall in the first, up 4-0 with the 1st period winding down. Barker looks 

solid and in control so far.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:42:15 
   

Zach Barker (Fairport) vs Isiah Colgan (Johnson City) on mat 5.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:41:08 

   

Marcano takes bottom to start the third. Quick escape leaves him down 9-2 with a lot of ground to make 
up... He's taken down before I can finish the last sentence an he's down 11-2 with 1:35 left. E1 Marcano 

and he's in on a shot... out of bounds. 11-3 with a minute remaining. Takedown Marcano, 11-5, and he 
cuts Powell loose to make it 12-5. 30 seconds left and a stalemate is called. Powell tries a high-crotch, 

Marcano hips in and plants him and gets near fall, but can't finish it. 13-9 Powell is the final.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:37:12 

   

Section 6:  
Brad Bihler is down 2-0 to Austin Ryan from Unatego Valley (4) to start the second. Austin Ryan 

secures the takedown and the 3rd-seeded Bihler goes down 4-0.  
 

Section 5:  
Parker Kropman finishes off an 8-3 victory over Brazinski. 

 
Kevin Marcano wrestling Daiton Powell of Suffern (1). Marcano taken down and then tilted. Down 4-0 

as the first winds down. 

 
Section 6: 

Bihler earns a reversal in the third, I believe (I missed the starting position). He's on top and locks up a 



 

 

tilt with 40 seconds left and earns a 2-count. 4-4 tied up. And the score on the board just jumped from 
4-2 Ryan to 6-4 Bihler. Not sure how exactly that happened. Regardless, Bihler final 6-4.  

 
Section 5: 

Marcano getting beat pretty good... 9-1 with 2 econds left in the second  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:28:01 

   

Recco drops 2-1 in 2OT.  

Lauricella looking solid, winning 6-0 over Section 9 with a minute left. Looking to turn him on top, 
riding well. 

 
Kropman up 2-1 over Brazinkski of Section 4, 1:17 left in the second.  

Tommy Lancie winning 12-0 with 12 seconds left in the second. Bottom man tries standing up, he 

catches a cradle and rocks him back for the 5 count. Lancie W via tech fall, 15-0 in 4:00.  
 

I believe Lauricella wrapped up the 6-0 W.  
Kropman up 4-1 to end the second.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:24:53 

   

Section 6 kid escapes and ran away. Shot once the entire match, wasn't warned for stalling... 
Questionable, especially as Recco had a reallllly close takedown at the end of the first that the officials 

chatted about to determine the call that was deemed no-two.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:22:04 
   

Yanklowski gets a takedown. 5-2 final. 

Recco ridden out.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:20:22 
   

no takedown in OT. Recco was close. Yanklowski up 3-2 with a minute left in the third. They're in 
neutral.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:18:29 
   

recco gives up the escape with 1:15 left. Headed to OT. Surprised there hasn't been a stall call... Recco 
has shot about 8 times to this kid's 1...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:14:54 
   

Recco leads 1-0 in the third after an esapce in the second. He's on top and needs a rideout. Blood time 
break.  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 12:10:03 
   

Heberlein wins 12-0.   —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 11:59:17 
   

Heberlein leads 5-0 end of one. Yianni finishing Up a tech. Hertel finishes of the first round win 4-0 and 

advances.  —ANDREW 



 

 

2015-02-27 11:57:32 

   

Dan Heberlein's coming up on 8 vs Section 7 kid. Yianni D up 7-0 quick in the first. Scoring more near 
fall as the period expires.10-0 lead. Heberlein with a quick T2 and riding. Hertel on top in the third, 

hanging onto his 4pt lead 
  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 11:54:52 
   

Hertel up 4-0 mid-second. Still updating from my phone... sorry they're short. Trying to keep up.  —
ANDREW 

2015-02-27 11:53:48 
   

Sliwoski wins by tech fall  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 11:52:53 
   

Sliwoski dominating so far, up 10-0 to start the second...  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 11:50:33 
   

Her tel (hilton) goes up 2-0 on Ian McKenna of New Hartford  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 11:48:32 
   

Gresh Jr down 11-2 with 40 seconds left to section 7  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 11:47:58 
   

Wilkins down 11-4 with 40 seconds remaining in the third to Theo Powers of Mexico  —ANDREW 

2015-02-27 11:44:37 

   

Parking was insane. Computer won't connect to wifi. Things are touch and go at the moment... I'll get 
things sorted and get updating ASAP. Sorry for the inconvenience everyone. 

 
  —ANDREW 

2015-02-26 21:03:14 
   

Follow me, Mayo08, as I blog live from the floor of the Times Union Center beginning Friday morning, 
February 27th.  —ANDREW 

 




